INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGY
for the construction industry

Biosite Access Control and Workforce Management System is designed specifically to address the
complex challenges of the construction industry.
Biosite utilises innovative biometric and wireless technology to provide a secure and reliable, yet
flexible and affordable solution.
Biosite’s integrated suite of products include: Biometric Access Control, Wireless Fire Alarms, Online
Induction, Delivery Management, CCTV, Time Lapse, Document Management, Corporate Reporting
and Manned Guarding.
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Utilising state-of-the-art biometric fingerprint, wireless and cloud technologies,
Biosite’s Access Control System provides a secure, reliable and cost-effective
solution. It can be used at individual project level to enhance security and provide
accurate recording of workers, organisations or trades movements; however, it is
when it is implemented at multiple sites that the real value of Biosite technology is
unleashed. The system can be delivered through full and half height turnstiles,
cabins, fingerprint enabled biometric tablets or the Access Control Pod.

Wireless Fire
Alarm with
First Aid Call
Points

Biosite’s unique Wireless Fire Alarm solution protects your workforce on site,
whilst providing the peace of mind that you are compliant with HSE regulations.
When used in conjunction with Biosite’s Access Control System, automatic
turnstile release occurs upon activation – allowing for faster evacuation and the
automatic and accurate print out of roll call reports.

Online
Induction

The Online Induction walks operatives through general company health and safety
policies, ensuring they have a good basic knowledge prior to arriving on site. Once
on site, they will receive their site specific induction as usual, covering information
such as site access points and specific hazards. On average, the tool has proven to
reduce the time it takes to carry out an onsite induction by 7%.

Delivery
Management

Biosite’s Delivery Management enables the easy booking of deliveries and allows
the recording of information when they arrive. Subcontractors can pre request a
delivery slot and resources, which is then reviewed and approved by site, with full
notifications.

Project Box
Document
Management

Project Box delivers all the functionality you would expect from a standard
Document Management solution, with the added benefit of linking personal
documents, such as training records, certificates and passports, to an individual’s
unique profile.

CCTV & Remote
Monitoring

Biosite’s CCTV & Remote Monitoring services are proven to deter criminals,
prevent theft, protect your assets and help keep the workforce safe on your
construction site.

HD Time-Lapse
Video

Suitable for any construction project, from new-build to demolition, Biosite’s
time-lapse video is the perfect solution to bring your construction project to life
for communications and PR purposes.

Manned
Security
Services

The Biosite Security division provides SIA trained security officers to assist in the
smooth running of construction sites nationwide. All staff are fully qualified and
trained to use the full Biosite product range. Biosite provide a range of manned
solutions, such as Security Guards, Concierge Personnel, Gateman/Qualified
Banksman and Dog Handlers.

Why Biosite?
Established in 2010 and currently employing over 65 people, Biosite provide systems to over 600
construction sites across the UK and have Framework Agreements in place with numerous leading
construction firms.
Construction focused: Biosite systems are developed to meet the specific requirements of
construction sites, such as: CSCS Card Management, BREEAM Reporting, Accident Free Ratio and
Delivery Management.
Flexible: Biosite systems are available as either a local site based system or as a secure cloud based
platform, linking all your data and projects together, allowing free-flow of information and reporting
via an online portal.
Peace of mind: Ensuring compliance with your obligations whilst improving productivity and
reducing the cost of your project.
Trusted: Clients include top construction companies in the UK, such as Wates, St. George PLC,
Willmott Dixon, Vinci, Kier and Bouygues.
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